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Abstract. This paper shows if X is an infinite dimensional

Banach space, X contains a linearly independent arc. Also based

on the continuum hypothesis, that if X is an infinite dimensional

Banach space and card X = c, then X contains a dense arcwise

connected Hamel basis.

The main result of this paper is that any infinite dimensional Ba-

nach space with the same cardinal number as the real line contains an

arcwise connected dense Hamel basis. The proof of this result uses the

continuum hypothesis. Two lemmas are proved which are of inde-

pendent interest. Lemma 1 shows that a large class of subspaces of

normed linear spaces are of the 1st category. In this connection,

Hausdorff showed that any infinite dimensional real Banach space

contains a second category linear subspace which is not complete

under any equivalent norm [2]. Lemma 2 deals with homeomor-

phisms in the space C(I, X) of mappings from the unit interval I into

an infinite dimensional Banach space X. It is known that this set of

homeomorphisms is dense in C(I, X); and G. G. Johnson [3] and [4J,

while working on problem 4 in Halmos' book [l] has shown that

if/ is a homeomorphism in C(I, X) such that each two nonoverlapping

chords of/([0, l]) are orthogonal, then the nonzero values of/ are

linearly independent. It follows from Lemma 2 that the set of all

homeomorphisms in C(I, X) with linearly independent range is, in

fact, a dense Gj in C(I, X).

Lemma 1. If X is an infinite dimensional normed linear space which

is spanned by a subset of a a-compact set, X is first category.

Proof. Let Bit B2, • • • be compact subsets of X so that

X = L[U"=lBi] and BiQBi+1. Let M(i, j) = {y\y = c1x1 + • • • +dXi

where \ck\ =\i and xkEBj for fe£ {1, • • • , i\ } ■

Because B, is compact, M(i, j) is compact. Since X is infinite

dimensional, it is not locally compact. Therefore M(i, j) contains no

open sets. But X is the union of M(i, j) over all positive i and j.

Therefore X is first category.
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Lemma 2. If X is an infinite dimensional Banach space and X' is a

linear subspace of X which has a a-compact Hamel basis then there exists

a homeomorphism h:I^X such that L[h(I)\(~\X' = 0 and h(I) is

linearly independent. Furthermore, the set of continuous functions f from

I into X such that f (I) is linearly dependent or fis not one-to-one is first

category.

Proof. Let Ax, A2, • • • be a basis of connected open sets for the

open sets of /. Let Blt B2, • • • be compact subsets of X so that

BxÇ^BzQ ■ ■ ■ and the union of the Bi's contains a Hamel basis for

X'. Let M(i,j) = {y\y = CxXx+ ■ ■ ■ +CiXi where \ck\ =^i and xk(E.Bj

for¿G{l, • • ■ ,i}}.

Let M(i, j, ix, ■ ■ ■ , ii)= {fGC(I, X)\ there exist ykGc\l\Aih,

dkE.[ — I, l] such that ¿i = l and dxf(yx)+ • • ■ +dif(yi) belongs to

M(i,j)} where if c\ l\Atf\c\ l\Air^0, r = k.
Let M(i, j, ix, • • ■ , ii) = 0 'ú c\ l\Aikr\c\ l\AiT9i0 for some r^k.

It is clear M(i, j, ix, ■ ■ ■ , ii) is closed in C(I, X).

Now assume /£M(i, j, ix, ■ ■ ■ , ii).

Since f(I)\JBj is compact, L[f(I)VJB}] is first category. Let

eiGX—L{f(I)\JBj]. Let Dx be an open connected subset of R such

that Dx contains c \ I \ A h and c\l\ Dx(~\c \l\A^ = 0 for/G {2, • • • , /}.

Let dx be the midpoint of Dx and rx the radius of D\.

Let fi(x) =f(x) for x£i—Dx-

Letfi(x)=f(x) + (r1-\x-dx\)ex/2i for x^Ii\Dx.

It is clear fi(£M(i, j, ix, • ■ • , ii) and that/¿-^/.

Therefore M(i, j, ix, • • • , ii) is nowhere dense.

Note the union of all these sets would include all functions in

C(I, X) that are not one-to-one or that map / onto a linearly depen-

dent set.

Since C(I, X) is complete, there exists a point h not in that set.

This function h will satisfy the conclusion.

Theorem 3. If X is an infinite dimensional Banach space, card X = c

and the continuum hypothesis is satisfied, then X contains a dense arc-

wise connected Hamel basis.

Proof. Let A be a Hamel basis for X. Let B be a basis for the open

sets of X so that card B=c. By the continuum hypothesis, card B

= card A =c, the smallest uncountable cardinal number. Well order

A so that every element of A has at most a countable number of

predecessors. Let/ be a one-to-one function from A onto B. Let ax be

the first element of A. Let ôiG/(ai) — L[{ai} ]. By Lemma 2, there

exists a homeomorphism h" of / into X so that L \h"(I) ~\C\L [ {alt b} ]

= 0 and h"(I) is linearly independent.
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Let h'(x)=xh"(x) + (l-x)ai for xG7.

Let h(x) = (1 — x)h'(x)+xb\.

Let 401=Ä(J).

^4ai is a linearly independent arc from a\ to ¿>i.

Let aG^4- Assume now for all b(E.A such that b<a,

(1) ^6 is a linearly independent set.

(2) Ab contains a point oif(b), and 7, [/It] contains b.

(3) Ab is a countable union of arcs each of which contains a\.

(4) If cGA and c<¿>, AcQAb.

Let C=U6<0^6. Using Lemma 1, let/'(a) Ç/(a)-L[C].

By Lemma 2, there exists a homeomorphism Ä" of 7 into X such

that A¿'(7) is linearly independent and L[h"(I)]r\L[CKJf (a)] = 0.

Let A„ (x) =xAá'(x) + (l —x)ai for xG7.

Let ha(x) = (1 -x)h¿ (x) +xf'(a).

If a<EL[C\Jha(I)], let Aa = CKJha(I).
If aG7-[CWA„(7)], let go' be a homeomorphism of 7 into X so that

g"(7) is linearly independent and that L[g'¿(I)]C\L[C\Jha(I)yJa]
= 0.

Let gá (x) =xga"(x) + (l — x)öi for xG7.

Let ga(x) = (1 —x)gá (x) +xa for xG7.

Let Aa = BVJha(I)VJga(I).
In either case Aa is a countable union of arcs each having ai as an

endpoint, aG7-[^40], there is a point appearing both in/(a) and Aa

and Aa is linearly independent.

Therefore H—\JaSA Aa is a Hamel basis for X which is dense and

arcwise connected.
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